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Lost Art / Vintage Instruments
"If it's too loud, then you're too old !!"

Specializing in the weird, obscure, lonely, unloved,and of
course Vintage Musical Instruments.

 www.LostArtVintage.com      

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES
Lost Art Vintage Instruments is the ONLY Ovation guitar specialist!  Often
duplicated never replicated....Over 20 years of experience in Ovation
Instruments ....THOUSANDS of vintage parts in stock!.... the LARGEST
selection of vintage and one off Ovation and Adamas guitars in inventory and
the #1 Adamas and Custom Order specialist in the WORLD!

Share this message, if you dare !!!.....      

 December 2019 
 Well it is December and we are gearing up for the Christmas season. If you
celebrate or not it is a crazy time of year. 
The weather is starting to get colder and the trees have lost their leaves. Me...I
just keep going like the energizer bunny....(ok that's an old reference)

Namm will be around the corner and who knows what cool stuff we may
find!!!!??????

A long time Ovation fan and member of the Ovation Fan Club lost her battle
with cancer yesterday. Nancy Ellis rest in peace....your spirit and enthusiasm
will be missed by all that you have touched. 
Godspeed.

Ovation tells me they are taking custom orders but have yet to get me prices of
several pieces......

If you are interested in a custom Ovation or Adamas guitar please send me
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your specs and I can get it priced out for you. There is still a workforce in
Connecticut building guitars!!!!  Maybe they can make your dream come true 
here is the current Adamas price

 
Don't forget to tell your friends to get on the mailing list !!!

Ovation FanClub on facebook
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1472859136068410/

  Adamas Q11 is here and on consignment. The price is not for the faint of hearts
but this is #11 the last of the prototypes and probably the most complete of all of
them and as far as I know the only cutaway EVER MADE!!!!!

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1472859136068410/


This is not only an excellent instrument but a piece of history !!!

 
 
 Ross Loudmouth 
When was the last time you saw one of these? 



a GK clone

   
  early music man guitar 



 
 Fender Bass pedals 



Mega RARE!!!!!!!

  
 

 
 
 Baker guitar 



Ed Roman era 

   
 epiphone electar amplifier 30's/40's 



   
 epiphone electar



  

   
 



   Omega 20

 New Adamas guitars available !!!
check my website
tell a friend!!!!

 I AM the Ovation/Adamas guitar specialist!
Thousands of NOS parts available 
 Thank you for your continued support over the years.
 You know how to get in touch with me!!!
 
Thanks
 Al
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